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Advancing Racial Equity
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• Race	  does	  not	  predict	  one’s	  success,	  
while	  also	  improving	  outcomes	  for	  all	  	  

• We	  must:	  
ü Target	  strategies	  to	  focus	  improvements	  for	  
those	  worse	  off

üMove	  beyond	  “services” and	  focus	  on	  
changing	  policies,	  institutions	  and	  structures

Racial  Equity



National best practice 

Normalize

• A shared analysis 
and definitions

• Urgency / prioritize

Organize

• Internal 
infrastructure

• Partnerships

Operationalize
• Racial equity tools
• Data to develop 

strategies and 
drive results

Visualize



Values and realities

• All men are created equal

• With liberty and justice for all

• Government of the people, by the 
people, for the people, shall not 
perish from the earth

Operationalize
Turning theory to action

Racial equity tools



1
• Desired  results  

2
• Analysis  of  data

3
• Community  engagement

4
• Strategies  for  racial  equity  

5
• Implementation  plan  

6
• Communications  and  accountability  

What is a Racial Equity Tool process? 



Process Product

What is a Racial Equity Tool? 

Actively inserts 
racial equity into 
decision making 

processes



• Issue-‐based
• Help  individuals  negotiate  existing  
structures.  

• Solutions  “transact”  with  institutions
• Short-‐term  gains  for  communities,  but  
leave  the  existing  structure  in  place

Transactional  
approaches

• Cut  across  multiple  institutions
• Focus  on  policy  and  organizational  
culture

• Alter  the  ways  institutions  operate
• Shifting  cultural  values  and  political  will  
to  create  racial  equity

Transformative  
approaches



Who should use a Racial Equity Tool? 

Elected  officials Government  staff Community



1
• Desired  results  

2
• Analysis  of  data

3
• Community  engagement

4
• Strategies  for  racial  equity  

5
• Unintended  consequences

6
• Implementation  decision  or  strategy

What is a Racial Equity Assessment? 



Policy:  Prohibit discrimination against renters who pay rent 
using subsidies and other non-wage sources of income 
such as childcare, disability payments, Section 8, etc.

Racial equity goal: Increase ability for low income people of 
color to retain housing in Seattle (anti-displacement). 
Decrease racial inequities in housing cost burden. 

Case Study – Source of Income Protections



What was the community calling for? What did we know from 
data?

Case Study – Source of Income Protections



Benefit:  Given Seattle’s increasing 
unaffordable housing market, this legislation is 
a critical part of a larger anti-displacement 
strategy. 

Potential burden: Tenants not seeking remedy 
due to fear of retaliation. Housing instability 
resulting in lack of time or capacity to file a 
charge of discrimination.

Strategies: Strong enforcement that doesn’t 
rely on the individual to come forward, but 
takes proactive efforts to educate landlords, 
conduct testing and monitor compliance. 
Partner with community orgs to provide 
outreach and education. 

Case Study – Source of Income Protections



Advancing 
racial equity

Effective, 
inclusive 

democracy



Contact information 

Brenda Anibarro
brenda.anibarro@seattle.gov

Nora Liu
nliu@thecsi.org

www.centerforsocialinclusion.org
www.racialequityalliance.org
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Background:
• $3+  million  for  ‘Athletic  field,  playground  and  site  improvements’  

from  2012-‐2017

• Two  main  user  groups:    neighbors  and  athletic  league  participants  
(mostly  adults)

Why  this  project?
• Small-‐scale
• Immediate  impacts  
• Opportunity  to  better  serve  neighborhood
• Critical  relationships  already  in  place

Case Study – Capital Investment
Minneapolis - Bossen Field Master Plan 
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Athletics  users
Concept  B was  strongly  
preferred.
Thought  on  location  was  “where  
it  impacted  people  less.”

Neighborhood  
Concept  C was  strongly  
preferred.
Location  of  open  field  space  
close  to  residents  was  key.  
Also  desired  walkways  through  
park,  two  basketball  courts,  
location  of  picnic  shelter

Step  4:  Who  will  benefit  from  or  be  burdened?    How  are  you  advancing  racial  
equity  or  mitigating  unintended  consequences?
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2015  Community-‐based  design  
concept

2007  Concept  without  neighborhood  
input

Why  authentic  engagement  matters


